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THE GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAMME

OM 

ALLBflSTOM OPTIOH PROPERTY

Mtl D TOWH SHIP

POROUPIIII MIMIIIQ D I VI 3 1 ON

PROVINCE OF PIT AKI O

IMTRODUOTIOM t

A program** of (Isophysical Survoyiag was oarriod out oa
*?

tho Allorstoa Option, looatod ia Roid Township, Poroupia* Mining 

Division of Oaiario. Th* property oomprisss 15 coatigmous mining 

claim* in Lots S and 6, Coneossioa III, Rsid Township. (Th* 

original sub-division has booa annvllod).

cAuiiP on i
A grid was out oa th* property with aa *ast*w*st bas*lia* 

and trarorsa lin** at right anglsi t*, aad at iattnrals of, 200 foot 

aloag tho basolin*. Thsso trarors* liaos woro thaiaod and piekotod 

at 100 foot iatorTal*. All tho 0*ophjrsi*al smrvoys woro oarriod out 

oa this grid with roadiags takoa at oaoh ostabliihod station. A 

eombiaod programm* of magaoti* aad olostromagaotio smrvoys was oarriod 

out.

MAMITIO

A magaoti* svrrty was oarriod out omployiag aa Askaaia torsioa 

wiro magaotoaotor, whieh Moasmros tho variatioa ia tho vortioal oompoaoat 

 f tho Aagaotio fisld. Thos* rssmlts woro thoa ooatourod at 100 gamma 

iatorrals ,
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O)
The results of the magnetic survey present an interesting 

geological picture. Although the magnetic results are such that the 

anomalies do not appear to be directly related te sulphide deposits, 

the overall magnetic picture is suggestive of a geologic environment 

favourable for the formation of economic mineral deposits. The magnetic 

survey results are presented on the acsompanjring Geophysical plan,

In brief) the magnetic results are as follows t

The general background magnetic relief of the area i* low and regular 

with values of 200 gammas above and below the overall background of 

approximately 1200 gammas. In the south of the property are two major 

magnetic high features designated as "A" and "B",

"A" i

This feature has a high of 2500 gammas above background centered 

approximately at 5 H and 26 W, and a trend direction of approximately 

I 50* 1. To the Southwest the feature pinches in at approximately 5 S 

and 36 W with an accompanying change in trend direction to II 10* B before 

broadening out in the extreme Southwest eorner of the property.

 B* i
e** f 

This feature is approximately parallel to, and to the jt***t~ of

**A*, being both of greater amplitude and areal extent. The directional 

trend of this feature it M 40* l in the South, but steepens to the north 

with minor flexures as ono proceeds north along strike. Zn the area of 

10 l the feature it striking approximately M 10* V. The maximum relief 

of the feature it 5500 gammas above background eontorod at 3 8 and 12 V. 

Other peaks of 3000 gammas above background are located at 7 N, 6 W and 

XI I, ft W.
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The source of those magnetic features are probably due to 

basic intrusive rock* with the major portion of the intrusion possibly 

located to the south of the property.

Trending north from the northern extent of "B" is a linear, 

high, magnetic feature designated as "C" on the accompanying map. 

Intersecting NC n at approximately 30 H, 12 W is a second linear magnetic 

feature, MD tt , trending approximately M 60* E. These two features are 

suggestive of basic dikes associated with the larger basic intrusive to

the south. i

The magnetics indicate several possible areas of faulting as 

indicated on the accompanying map. The displacement in the magnetics 

in the area of 43 H* 16 W indicate a possible cross fault which parallels 

the creek bed. At 34 H t 4 V the pinching in of the magnetics suggest a 

minor fault. The displacement of "G" and "B" as well as the pinching in 

of the magnetics in the area of 20 N suggest the possibility of a major/ 

fault structure striking Bast-Vest across the property. The magnetic 

feature "D" appears to be related to this overall pattern of cross- 

faulting.

KLBCTROHAOMETIC 3URTM i

Initially the standard type of l.K. survey, employing a Crone 

single frequency Junior unit with 200 feet separation between transmitter, 

and receiver, was carried out on the property. This work located one i
t

major urea of interest, and several miner areas* A fairly large cone \ 

of negative readings was obtained in an area from approximately line O ' 

to line 12 V, and extending frem 40 N to 49 X with minor fluctuations in 

width. This tone straddles the ereek bed. Lew frequency readings (480 ops) 

with the Crone instrument in this area gave no significant results. Other 

areas were leoated at 23 M, 4 V) 22 M, 6 W, 26 H, 12 W; 19 X, 4 V| and
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9 S, 30 W. However, low frequency readings on all these areas gave 

no significant reeultB.

A limited test was carried out in the area of 45 H employing 

the Crone instrument in the vertical transmitting loop configuration. 

This was done in an attenpt to determine if the broad area of negative 

readings was due to a series of parallel conductors. Two conductor 

axes were located in this test. One axis striking from approximately 

50 M, 2 W to 47 M, 6 W. The other from approximately 42 * 50 H, O W 

to 42 -i- 50 X, 6 W parallel to the south of the creek bed.

It was decided that this property would be used as a test of 

the effectiveness ef employing the "shoot-back*1 method with 300 foot 

separation between transmitter aad receiver in areas of possible deep 

overburden cover. Subsequently the property was surveyed employing this 

configuration.

The most apparent result of this inerease in spread distance 

is an overall inerease in the amplitude of the negative angles which 

was to be expected due to the greater depth of the penetration with this 

oenfiguration. In the north portion of the property the main cone along 

the creek was outlined in much the same area as with the 200 foot spread, 

although the angles were larger. The area was also extended further to the 

west, although it still is related to the oreek bed. A distinct area is 

picked up on lines 38 W and 40 V, but low frequency readings on 38 V do 

not refloat the tone. In the south portion of the property, several 

large areas of negative readings were outlined, although again where 

low frequency readings were taken, they do not reflect the tone. In 

only very few oases, is thore any distinct anomaly shape to the results, 

and in general, they consist of large broad area* of negative readings.
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O) 
This fact coupled with the abscence of significant low- frequency results,

where they were taken, suggest that the anomalous zones are due to ionic 
conductive effects from overburden or shears.

In light of the success encountered in Carnegie Township 

employing the large motor-generator vertical transmitting loop system, 

a limited programme was carried out in the north section of the property 

employing this unit. As in Carnegie, this work was done by Scope 

Consultants, under contract. The results of their work is discussed in 

their report, "Report On The Electromagnetic Surveys of Options in 

Carnegie and leid Townships 1*. Briefly, throe cones were outlined which 

eorresponded fairly well with the results obtained with the Crone survey. 

These sones are designated as Zone "A*^ Zone ^B" and Zone *C* on the 

accompanying map.

KECOKMMDATIQMS AMD

The magnetic results indicate major geological structures

P?*7id^

mineral deposits , although there does not appear to bo any magnetic anomaly 
which would be directly due to sulphide deposits.

Several large areas of anomalous I. X. results were obtained 
using the Orono unit. It would appear however that these results are 

probably due mainly to conductive overburden or other ieaie conductive 

effects. The vertical loop survey work in the north area of the property 
delineated three conductive tones which are generally weak and uaimpressive, 
Zono "A" and "B" are well defined, but poorly conductive. Tkoso two 

tones also appear to bo closely associated with the faulting suggested 
from the magnetics, and thus eould be duo to conductive shear tones. 
Zone "O" lacks definition and is likely due to ionic conduction as was 

suggested by ike Crone method.
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None of the anomalous B.K. zones wnrr&nts drilling on the 

basin of geophysics nlore. The magnetic results do not indicate any 

thing that ia a drill target in itself, although investigation of the 

most pronounced of these features might be warranted.

Further geological or geochemical information may, however, 

render the geophysical results to be of more significance.

Respectfully submitted,

DKF/MJM
August 13, 1964.
Eael.

David X. Fountain.

oei Dr. A.M. Bell
X.S. Woolverton
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